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2021
A year of change
Welcome to this special New Year handl Group supplement. The Group has grown
exponentially since our last instalment of Modern Insurance in 2019, but our fundamental
business ethos - to provide clients across the claims industry with best-in-class solutions
to clearly defined challenges - has remained resolutely consistent. Despite the unique
challenges of 2020, we’re filled with optimism and confidence about our prospects in 2021.
Since 2019, we’ve expanded the
portfolio through strategic acquisition
and the development of exciting
new start-ups, including Claimspace,
Cobalt, ACCA (Advanced Child
Care Assessments), Tessa Gough
Associates and Mind Right.
We’ve also developed and deployed
a strategy that harnesses the perfect
balance of ‘people + tech’ across the
portfolio and our new start-ups are no
different. Cobalt, for example, is a motor
claims proposition that combines
people and data technology to drive
better decision making and improve
commercial and customer outcomes.
Claimspace is another ‘people + tech’
proposition operating an alternative
dispute resolution (ADR) journey
for personal injury cases. ADR is a
standard means of settling disputed
claims in many industry sectors, yet
until now it’s not been used to settle
personal injury, despite clear and
obvious advantages, such as reducing
case backlogs in the civil courts.
All the brands in our eco-system
share common characteristics.
Firstly, they all combine the empathy,
experience, and judgment of people
with leading edge technology.
Secondly, we invest in businesses
that deliver solutions to clear and
obvious problems - not businesses
that have a solution in search of
a problem. Thirdly, our brands are
progressive and enabled by handl to

challenge the status quo and meet
the emerging needs of a sector going
through significant change.
Looking ahead to this new year, the
industry can’t afford to wait for the
arrival of the new small claims portal
and the other delayed elements of the
government’s PI reform programme.
In my view, the reforms have already
landed, with or without the portal.
Claimants want quick settlement,
and are happier than ever before
to use technology to enable that.
The industry, whether defendant
or claimant, has a duty to drive out
frictional costs that diminish the
customer experience, and this will
be a defining objective within claims
during the next few months.
We are well placed to help our clients
navigate their way through 2021 and
beyond, whether claimant or defendant,
because we’ve foreseen these changes
and all the businesses in our portfolio
are operating as ‘reform ready’.
Of course, we already work in
partnership with many clients who
are themselves moving to a new
paradigm in claims.

across the traditional defendant/
claimant divides to make this happen.
Claims is no different to FMCG, utilities
or telecoms: satisfied customers lead
to greater uptake, better corporate
performance and happy investors.
2021 is going to set new records for
accelerating the pace of change. I
predict that sectors within claims that
have previously been resistant to the
reform/Covid-driven tsunami sweeping
though our industry, such as credit
hire, will find themselves challenged
to change the way they conduct
business. New models will emerge
where Credit Hire Companies and
their insurer clients work transparently,
delivering best practice, end to end
customer management without any
hidden charges or customer upsell.
At handl Group, we view the changing
landscape in claims as an opportunity.
We want to transform the way our
clients work for the better, through our
forward-thinking and collaborative
approach which champions a strategic
partnership where innovation and
measured disruption add value and
build brand equity.
I hope you enjoy the read.

We’ve noticed that most, if not all, of
these clients are more attuned to
wider imperatives, such as delivering
a high-quality customer journey (as
opposed to paying lip service to the
customer), and are ready to work

We view the changing landscape in claims as an
opportunity. We want to transform the way our
clients work for the better, through our forwardthinking and collaborative approach which champions
a strategic partnership where innovation and measured
disruption add value and build brand equity

Graham Pulford
is the Chief Executive Officer of
handl Group.
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In Conversation With…
Graham Pulford and Chris Chatterton
are Chief Executive Officer and Chief
Commercial Officer respectively of handl
Group. The duo continues to shape the
Group and look for new investments
and opportunities. Whilst Graham
commandeers the ship, it is Chris’s brief to
have an ear to the ground, be the master
networker and discover new opportunities.

handl Group is a portfolio business. Its brands include
start-ups as well as established businesses, all of which
operate across the claims landscape. While the group aims
to build a portfolio of complementary businesses, they all
operate semi-autonomously and are not bound to secure
services from within the Group. handl supports clients from
both the defendant and claimant side, so is a naturally
unbiased company with the expertise to take almost every
requirement within the industry and fulfil that in a cost
effective, customer-centric and efficient way.
This position offers Graham and Chris a unique perspective
on the key drivers of change in our sector. Modern Insurance
Magazine spoke to both as they look ahead to 2021 and a year
of challenges and change for the claims industry in general.

Graham Pulford (L)
is the Chief Executive Officer, and
Chris Chatterton (R)
is the Chief Commercial Officer
of handl Group.
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It is high time we redressed the imbalance caused by sub-net pricing, which
has driven a race to the bottom and undermined confidence in insurance
Graham Pulford
Q. How has handl Group coped with
the pandemic?

Q. What do businesses need to do to be
reform ready?

Chris: The pandemic affected each of the businesses in
different ways: FNOL services at Coplus saw an immediate
downturn of 80% then a steady recovery before the
second lockdown. Our medico legal businesses had a less
immediate drop but followed a similar trajectory. Serious
injury services were not significantly impacted. There
was a massive drop in physio, but technology solutions
have really stepped in, such as Phio, our pocket physio.
Phio is a musculoskeletal (MSK) digital triage support
tool that uses conversational artificial intelligence (AI)
to guide patients through an initial assessment of their
MSK condition. There has also been strong demand for
psychological services, which is not really a surprise given
the social impact of the pandemic.

Graham: handl Group is already invested in a number of
technology-focused initiatives to prepare the sector for the
post-reform world, including alternative dispute resolution
(ADR), LEI, the digital claims journey, value assessment, and
how suppliers can squeeze margin out of volume claims and
save costs for defendant handling.

Q. Is Covid going to change the
claims industry?
Graham: While nobody could have predicted the pandemic,
we have spent a lot of time during the past few months
responding to its impact and assessing what the longerterm effects will be. Of course, there were some apocalyptic
views of the future for claims at the start of lockdown,
but the main effect of the pandemic has been to act as a
concertina. Broadly, Covid has bought forward change (and
the need for investment that goes with change) by a factor
of years. The post-reform, post-Covid claims world will be
a very different place, but I don’t believe the industry is truly
reform ready.

Take LEI. Legal expenses insurance has the potential to be a
lifesaver for customers needing legal services in the event of
a claim, but the product is still poorly understood and usually
sold as an afterthought. LEI providers have to be reform ready.
Service is key; it wouldn’t be good enough to point consumers
at the OIC and tell them to process the claims themselves.
Our motor legal expenses provider, Coplus, which has
distributed LEI for 30 years, has already re-engineered motor
LEI products to work within the current legal regime and
post-reforms, meaning no change is necessary, including a
small claims handling provision along with options for expert
representation for clients who don’t purchase BTE cover.
France and Germany generated over €5bn in LEI premiums
in 2016, whereas the UK spent less than €500m. That is a
huge disparity, particularly as the UK has such a mature
insurance market. Over time, the UK LEI market can grow to
a similar size, but it needs a kick up the backside to change,
including support from the government and the regulator to
build awareness and make it easier for customers to buy.

Q. Where have you seen evidence that the
industry is changing?
Chris: There have been some encouraging signs, in
particular a growing understanding that cooperation
between the defendant and claimant sides should be the
norm. Sitting as we do in both camps; I’m hugely encouraged
by cross industry consensus on key issues. For example,
claimant firms and insurers agreed claims protocols to keep
the wheels of justice turning during the lockdown.
More recently, we are providing the platform and handling
infrastructure for a group of major insurers and solicitors
to operate an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) pilot to
drive delays and frictional costs out of injury claims. This
project underlines my view that industry-wide responses to
the various challenges we have in the claims industry are far
more successful than government intervention.

There have been some
encouraging signs, in
particular a growing
understanding that cooperation
between the defendant and claimant
sides should be the norm
Chris Chatterton
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Whatever one’s view of the Civil Liability Act, the continuing
delays in implementation illustrate my point. If we had
collectively thrashed out a solution to whiplash six years ago,
this legislation, and all its associated problems, would never
have been needed.

The renewed social and corporate focus on mental
wellbeing, which was growing before Covid, has of course
accelerated rapidly in recent months, and we have
responded with the launch this month of Mind Right, a new
way to access psychological rehabilitation, which will change
the way this form of treatment is accessed for the better.

Q. Do you expect the motor claims market to
contract further?
Chris: Motor injury claims incidence has fallen rapidly this
year, accelerating a longer-term trend. The Compensation
Recovery Unit’s (CRU) data shows that the annual (year to
March) run rate was 780,000 p.a. from 2010-11 until 201617 and that then fell to a new norm of 650,000 p.a. from
2017-18 until 2019-20. This year, claims have fallen again, by
nearly 40% year to date, which could herald a new norm of
450,000 – 500,000 next year. Other claims classes, such
as EL and PL, have also fallen during this year because
more people have been working from home. I suspect
volumes will recover post Covid, but not to the levels we
have seen historically.

Covid has
bought forward
change (and
the need for investment
that goes with change) by
a factor of years
Graham Pulford

Q. How important a factor is being
‘technology ready’ to being ‘reform ready’?

Chris: With fewer customers, many claims firms will find
survival hard, especially if they don’t have the firepower
to invest in the technology that corporate clients and
customers increasingly need. Not only are there fewer
customers, but right now they are also being served by a
disaggregated claims sector, which is unsustainable.

Graham: The four drivers of our industry are cost, service,
technology and reform. Technology is an enabler to the
other three. If businesses haven’t invested in technology
to reduce the costs of servicing volume claims, they
should pack up and go home, or come to us and buy the
solutions they need. But a word of warning for players
who believe the answer to everything is technology - it
isn’t. Although all our brands bring technological solutions
to the claims value chain, our strategy is to harness
the perfect balancing point of ‘people + tech’. The tech
runs smoothly and quietly in the background while the
consumer deals with the call handler.

Increasing regulatory scrutiny and the post-reform world
will almost certainly lead to a reduction in the number of
claims firms, replaced by a smaller number of large, bundled
services providers.

Q. What about the impact of the FCA’s dual
pricing review? How will that play out?

Q. What will the impact of a long-term
reduction in claims be?

They will have the balance sheet strength to invest in new
kit, to manage compliance and regulatory pressures, and to
offer insurers a wide menu of claims options that meet or
beat insurers’ own compliance standards. These companies
will be both our customers and our competitors.

If we had collectively thrashed
out a solution to whiplash six
years ago, this legislation, and
all its associated problems, would never
have been needed Chris Chatterton

Graham: It is high time we redressed the imbalance caused
by sub-net pricing, which has driven a race to the bottom
and undermined confidence in insurance.
I’m hopeful that as price disparity shrinks, customers will
instead focus on service when they choose their products,
and the claims experience will become a key differentiator.
Companies like ours, with an ethos that’s predicated on
improving the customer journey, will be well-positioned to
help clients reposition themselves from price-oriented to
service-oriented, and we should see an uplift in the overall
reputation of the industry as a result.
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Claimspace ADR –
let the revolution begin
For the first time ever, online dispute resolution is here for personal injury
claims; simultaneously improving support for claimants, their lawyers,
and insurers. Claimspace, powered by verifyTM, is a software ecosystem
designed to streamline your communications and settle
claims that cannot be resolved through the
Ministry of Justice (MoJ) portals.
Having secured the participation
of three of the UK’s top five motor
insurers, as well as five of the
largest personal injury law firms,
Claimspace, part of handl Group,
launched its initial proof of concept
in December. Stewart McCulloch,
Director, tells us more.
While the Coronavirus pandemic
has been no easy feat, Covid-19 has
had some role to play in pushing
Claimspace’s online ADR solution to
acceptance in the legal and insurance
services market. According to Stewart,
“without question the pandemic has
caused a massive acceleration in the
speed at which all businesses have
had to adapt to new technology. We
have seen the effect of that ourselves
through the not surprising pressure we
have experienced to onboard insurers
and large law firms onto our platform.”
“Of course, the pandemic is not the
only driving force here. Yes, insurers
and law firms have been looking for
ways to conclude cases that have
been adjourned due to the pandemic,
but unfortunately, court hearing back
logs have been building up for some
time due to finite resources at local
courts. The pandemic has simply
highlighted a problem that existed
already and as parties have sought
solutions, the Claimspace solution
for resolving disputed personal injury
claims has come into sharp focus”.
Law firms have been reporting
delays of 10 to 12 months, but with
Claimspace, waiting for a hearing can
be a thing of the past, with disputes
resolved in an absolute maximum of
15 days. There is no longer any need
for insurers to pile up reserves for yet
another 12 months or for deserving
and genuine claimants to tick off the
days before they will be able to move
on and put the stresses and strains of
pursuing a disputed claim to a court
hearing behind them.
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The pandemic
has simply
highlighted
a problem that existed
already and as parties
have sought solutions,
the Claimspace solution
for resolving disputed
personal injury claims has
come into sharp focus
Claimspace is a relatively new
business. Just like other tech-based
innovations, such as Zoom and
Teams, new users are embracing the
Claimspace platform excitedly and
with a close eye on making sure that
real benefits are delivered to lawyers,
claimants, and insurers alike.
Stewart adds, “The software that
we have developed with Verisk,
coupled with our governing protocol,
is specifically designed to simplify
the current claims process. We offer
an online service that supports the
settlement of claims that drop out of
the MoJ portal - and the new portal
that is being introduced in 2021.

Everything works online with our
facilitators, administrators, and ADR
specialists in remote locations. We
can even extract data and documents
from the MoJ portals and set up
automated payments immediately
after decisions by connecting to
insurers’ payment systems.”
“Legal cost recovery remains exactly the
same as before, but cases settle sooner,
which is good for the whole industry.”

Stewart McCulloch
is Director of Claimspace.
For more information about
Claimspace, please visit claimspace.ai

Supporting claimants on a
new claims journey
James Blyth, Operations Director, outlines Coplus’s definition of a ‘Reforms Ready’ policy
in the motor claims handling and legal expenses insurance space as he highlights their
approach and solutions as we edge closer to a post-reforms world.
Q. Coplus is known for bringing both people
and technology together during the claims
journey. What value does technology with a
human touch have in claims handling?
A. This is one of the aspects I get most excited about at
Coplus. There are certain types of claims journeys that
benefit from the digital experience, but as we all know, every
customer is different, and our customer first approach
means that choice is especially important.
In some of the areas we work in, gadget claims or windscreen
and glass claims, customers often don’t have the same level
of complexity or concern as they do in other situations. These
types of claims lend themselves more to be carried out with
little interaction from a human claims handler, but we always
provide that option. Another factor which determines the level
of offline, or voice, over an online option, is urgency. We find
policyholders are often looking for reassurance of the details
of the claim and what will happen and when.
Our approach is to make technology an enabler, where our
people utilise leading-edge tech to make better decisions for
the customer. Through intelligent integration, our technology
is multi-faceted and can provide complex analysis involving
many data streams. We operate a continuous feedback
mechanism which audits and evaluates decisions and
claims outcomes, in this way we are training the tools we use
to get better. Ultimately, the way we have built our systems,
data and tech gives our agents the most probable outcome
but also allows the claims handler to call upon their own
judgement through training and experience to decide what
action to take. Because the technology is helping narrow
down the options available, to that probable outcome, our
agent can focus on listening and empathising which is very
important to the customer experience.

2021 will be a year of
change and disruption,
and we are well placed
to capitalise on the opportunities
this brings
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Q. When the Civil Liabilities Act comes
into force, in what we believe, at the time
of writing, will be April 2021, it will change
how compensation for road traffic related
personal injury claims are dealt with. As
a result, Motor Legal Expenses Insurance
policies must change. How would you
advise those selling policies ensure they are
‘Reforms Ready’?
A. This change in legislation will have the biggest impact on
the claimant in the last twenty years. With a rich heritage
as a legal expense provider, this has been a piece we’ve
been working on for several years now, including providing
evidence for the Justice Select Committee’s report
into raising of the small claims limit. It’s just past the 5th
anniversary of George Osborne’s final pre-budget report, in
which (in the footnotes) he announced one of the biggest
changes to the civil justice system in living memory.

There are still many grey areas within the process that
need to be addressed, but we have been preparing for this
for a long time and we feel that we are ‘Reforms Ready’;
understanding the value of Motor Legal Expenses post
reforms is so important. The policy isn’t just about covering
legal costs but providing the claimant with the support they
need through a new claims journey where the responsibility
to drive the claim forward rests with them, the claimant.

Our definition of a ‘Reforms
Ready’ policy is that the
claimant’s journey to a fair
settlement should not feel any different
because of the legislation change

There will be many versions of Legal Expenses Insurance,
so making sure the cover is right for the target market and
brand will be crucial for continuity. I don’t think brokers or
insurers or anyone else in the industry should bank on there
being further delays.

The biggest change is our utilisation of technology. Since
our integration into handl Group, there’s been significant
investment in new technologies and infrastructure, making
us a smarter, more efficient business. In claims handling,
we’ve revolutionised the way we operate and our capability
to capture and use data through the implementation of our
bespoke claims management system.

Our definition of a ‘Reforms Ready’ policy is that the
claimant’s journey to a fair settlement should not feel any
different because of the legislation change.

Q. What does the future hold for Coplus?
Q. How has Coplus managed the risks from
Covid-19 and what has stood out for you
most? Have customer needs or expectations
changed, and if so, what learnings can you
take away from the experience?
A. We decided to activate our business continuity plan in
February as we arranged for some of our contact centre
teams to work from home. Our priority was to make sure
our people were reassured and that we did whatever was
necessary to ensure they were not put in any increased
risk of infection. Of course, maintaining service was key
too but really the two went hand in hand. There was a lot of
uncertainty during that period, and it was imperative that we
did the right thing as a business and kept our staff safe. We
worked closely with all our partners and through our supply
chain, especially with our vehicle breakdown partner and
home emergency partner where their operators would be in
customers’ homes and vehicles. Everyone really worked well
together though and we managed all the risks effectively.

Q. You’re one of the longest serving members
of staff at Coplus; how has Coplus adapted its
business strategy over the last twenty years?
A. Whilst I’ve witnessed lots of change, essentially, we’re still
driven by the same factors we were when I joined all those
years ago. There’s always a healthy amount of ambition in
the business, we’re agile, we’re committed to service and
customer care and providing accessible products and
solutions. The business was built on legal expertise as an
uninsured loss recovery provider and that is still a core part
of our service, as is our 24/7 claims handling operation We
move with the times, but customer-centricity is very much at
our core and that doesn’t waver.

A. 2021 will be a year of change and disruption, and we are
well placed to capitalise on the opportunities this brings.
I predict we’ll acquire more customers in the motor legal
product market. Our product is especially innovative and
combined with how we handle claims, this will give us a
distinct advantage moving forward. Our supply chain is
also highly configurable, and we are able to work with other
partners, so it’s a truly customised service and we think this
capability will open up new opportunities.
Beyond motor legal insurance there is huge potential for
us in the rest of our product portfolio. We have excellent
relationships with our capacity providers and are developing
new relationships too. Many providers have withdrawn
or consolidated their ancillary offerings but with the right
relationships, which we have, there are some really exciting
opportunities opening up. We also expect telematics-based
motor policies and pay as you drive models to rise, a trend
we’ve seen rise as a result of the pandemic. We are already
managing such schemes and because of our advanced
claims handling technology we are an ideal partner for
brokers and insurers looking for claims support for their
growing policy books.
James Blyth
is Operations Director at Coplus.
For more information about Coplus,
please visit www.coplus.co.uk
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Delivering the right outcome
for the individual
As part of the commitment to tackling industry problems, handl Group discovered
that insurers, case managers and solicitors are not currently well served by existing
psychological and mental health services. To alleviate the issues, this month handl
Group launches Mind Right, a psychological services provider set to do things
differently and challenge the status quo.
Pete Clark, Mind Right, spoke to Modern Insurance about the changing face of
psychological rehabilitation and his predictions for rehabilitation across 2021.

With research suggesting that more than 50% of traffic
collisions are likely to result in some form of anxiety or
mood change that would benefit from psychological
intervention*, the need for psychological rehabilitation
has never been greater.
Currently, defendants in personal injury cases find
themselves liable for long-term, ongoing costs from poorly
managed treatment plans. Inappropriate goal setting,
treatment drift and poor outcomes lead to spiralling costs
and no real benefit to the injured party.
For case managers, they are faced with unfocused, biased, and
emotive reports, leading to a rise in unbillable hours, and no
way of correctly managing treatment to a happy conclusion.
handl Group says, “There is a better way. That way is Mind
Right.” With the key hire of Pete Clark, a clinician with two
decades of experience and degrees in psychology and
occupational therapy, to change how psychological services
are accessed and delivered. Delivering the right outcome
for the individual - a return to function and work - but using
a focused, stepped approach that reduces treatment drift
and keeps treatment provision laser-focused on the end
goal is Mind Right’s objective.
The end result? A recovery for the service user, a favourable
outcome for everyone involved, and tightly controlled
timeframes and costs throughout.

Q. How is access to rehab changing?
A. Patient (or client) choice continues to be a growing
concern in the eyes of commissioners of rehabilitation.
Thankfully, we now live in a world where the client’s voice,
rightly so, must be listened to. This means that access
to rehabilitation is trending towards consumerism. No
longer is clinical quality the only factor when selecting a
clinician. Location, the physical treating environment, and
the customer service experience delivered by treating
clinicians now have a lasting impact on the purchasing
behaviours of treatment commissioners. To meet
this demand, Mind Right has a thorough and stringent
onboarding process that assesses not only the clinical
background, relevant experience of insurance coverage of
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Mind Right clinicians are led by
a team, fully immersed in the
personal injury world who help
our clinicians to understand the changing
landscape and adapt to the changing
needs of our customers and clients
our network clinicians, but also the environment they treat
from, their attention to customer need and understanding
of the needs of all our stakeholders. We also deliver regular
training to our network, so they fully understand the market
within which they are working.
The continuing and growing need for instant gratification
leads to customer expectation around rapid access.
Fortunately, this expectation is in line with the best
way to achieve best rehab outcomes. Early and direct
access leads to greater, and quicker, recovery. The fact
that clients are demanding early and direct access now
contributes to better outcomes. At Mind Right, our rigorous
assessment processes ensure that access to treatment
is not only timely, but that the right treatment pathway
and modalities are selected the first time, every time. SLAs
are set up to ensure there is no delay between instruction
and commencement of treatment and we work with our
customers to identify the need for referral as early as
possible, ensuring that clients commence psychological
treatment as early as possible.
The upcoming MoJ reforms are likely, in a small number
of cases, to result in some disingenuous reporting of
psychological symptoms. As a result, our clinicians’
approach to assessment needs to be mindful of the claim
process and changing potential motivations for accessing
treatment. Whilst clinicians must continue to offer the best
possible treatment, they must also be able to consider the
needs of commissioners whilst being honest and direct
with the client. Mind Right clinicians are led by a team
fully immersed in the personal injury world who help our
clinicians to understand the changing landscape and adapt
to the changing needs of our customers and clients.

Q. What trends can we
expect to see in 2021?
A. 2020 has been a difficult year
for everyone. Whilst we now have a
glimmer of hope for 2021, individuals,
and therefore clinicians, will be
managing the fall-out from 2020 for
some years to come. We understand
that at Mind Right and are prepared to
meet those psychological challenges.
An uncertain future, isolation, and the
dramatic changes we’ve all seen to
our personal and professional lives
have heightened the anxiety levels
of the nation whilst causing greater
reactivity of mood. These issues alone
will require greater effort to clinically
manage mental health for the average
person whilst compounding the impact
of the usual psychological stressors
we encounter. This may extend the
treatment requirement for some, whilst
placing greater strain on the capacity
of statutory psychological treatment
providers. Mind Right’s flexible,
independent clinician model ensures
that we flex to meet surges in demand
for our clients whilst maintaining the
clinical quality of our treatment.
Along with increased demand for
treatment, there will be continued
growth in the demand for client choice.
Digital and remote access will be in
higher demand for some, whilst for
others, the desire to connect faceto-face with a treating clinician will be

There is a better
way. That way is
Mind Right

greater than ever. Flexibility of approach
will therefore be an absolute must. Mind
Right delivers on the changing needs
of our clients and their preference for
how to access treatment by leading the
way in cutting edge technology without
forgetting the need for a robust, national
network of face-to-face clinicians.

Q. How is the response to crisis
or major incident changing?

accompanied by good stakeholder
management, a claim-savvy approach
and development of management
information that can be used to ensure
all relevant learnings are taken from the
event and can be used to put in place
new processes or safeguards.
For more information about Mind Right
please visit www.mindright.co.uk

A. Mind Right is led by clinicians
and experts.
That means that the clinical needs of
the patient are at the heart of every
assessment, every treatment choice,
every action that we take. It also means
that when one of our customers is part
of a tragic or traumatic event, our team,
alongside our sister providers within
handl Group, can respond rapidly to
manage the fallout of that situation.
Large scale events, such as road traffic
collisions involving multiple vehicles,
or a terrorist event, require a flexible
approach to treatment that primarily
supports the clinical needs of those
directly involved. Crucially, it’s important
that treatment providers are supportive
of the needs of other stakeholders,
such as insurers and employers.
Purchasers of rapid response, incident
management services must be able to
choose from a selection of approaches
such as remote, telephonic, or digital
support for those involved, on-site case
management, triage and psychological
support, ongoing treatment, as well as
possibly meeting the training needs
highlighted by the management of the
event. All these approaches must be

Pete Clark
is the Managing Director of Mind Right.
*Reference Assessment and treatment of
PTSD after a motor vehicle collision: Empirical
findings and clinical observations by J. Gayle
Beck and Scott F. Coffey.
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Are we ‘Reforms Ready’?
While many stakeholders are ready and prepared for the implementation of the reforms,
there are still some unresolved issues that need to be addressed. Chris Chatterton, handl
Group, outlines the impact of how continued delays to the whiplash reforms may impact
the industry, and what areas he feels are still lacking attention.
While the deadline of the
implementation of the whiplash
reforms remains April 2021, the
ongoing Coronavirus crisis could
see further postponement. As we all
know, the Covid-19 pandemic has
had an unprecedented impact on
the medical, legal, and insurance
sectors, and while the government
should focus its efforts on easing
the virus’s disruption, this may
unintentionally create further delays
to implementation.

This is the third time the reforms
have been pushed back, originally
scheduled for April 2019. Ministers still
need to give appropriate notice of an
exact date as uncertainty builds and
the still grey areas become too large
to ignore. Any further uncertainty
could significantly impact strategic
changes as well as the benefits to
claimants and consumers.
handl Group’s Chief Commercial
Officer, Chris Chatterton, told Modern
Insurance that handl Group supports
what the MOJ is trying to achieve but
should implementation be postponed
again there will be several both positive
and consequential outcomes from
continued delays.

“An extended deadline means that
customers would continue to get
access to legal representation for
longer, so access to justice would
continue,” he said, “however, there
would be no policy savings. Remember
in March 2018, the government
projected a per policy reduction
of £30-40, with 85% funded by the
insurer’s savings from the reforms.”
If the deadline date is to be revised,
“stakeholders throughout the
industry must be given enough time
to prepare and review the new rules

Stakeholders throughout the industry must be given enough time to
prepare and review the new rules and proposals
and proposals, while the government
would have more time to tackle
the unanswered questions, such as
workability and handling disputes,”
explained Chatterton. “Preparation
and clarity are still sorely needed;
especially given we are still in a position
of uncertainty regarding the rules for
the new system.”
When questioned on whether the
reforms would go far enough to
reduce fraudulent claims, Chatterton
suspects that there could be potential
for more fraud if it becomes too easy
to claim. “The current askCUE check
is too limited,” he said, “and if new
market entrants emerge to support
consumers making claims, funded
by taking a % of their damages, they
could coach people to claim and
exaggerate their losses, which means
we could see costs rise rather than fall.”

“The new entrants could also affect
the consumer interactions with
insurance companies, and this could
present a big problem,” continued
Chatterton. “These organisations
will market to consumers and focus
on how they can easily and quickly
deliver the maximum compensation
by building the claim, for example, by
proactively providing rehabilitation.
They could also persuade claimants
to reject reasonable offers for
settlement and encourage difficult
behaviour to maximise the success
fee for themselves.”
Moving on to Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR); ADR includes
alternative methods of helping people
resolve legal problems before going
to court, and with a lack of an ADR
mechanism for cases where liability is
disputed, this could affect access to
justice. For Chris, “this could potentially
create a further back-log and clog the

small claims court. Currently, the portal
doesn’t offer options to negotiate a
settlement. You can either agree or
you enter a dispute and go to court.
We desperately need a system that
can sensibly deal with disputes, and
this is where arbitration services would
come in and the resolution for disputes
would be dealt on a private basis.”
“We still have challenges to overcome
to ensure we are ‘Reforms Ready,’”
concluded Chatterton. For me, the
outstanding items, such as an effective
way to identify fraud; a mechanism
for dispute resolution, and a system
that can sensibly provide rehabilitation
services, are imperative for a system
that can benefit everyone. Once those
elements are discussed and resolved,
we can begin to become fit for
purpose under the new legal rules.”

We still have challenges to overcome
to ensure we are ‘Reforms Ready’
We desperately need a
system that can sensibly
deal with disputes

Chris Chatterton
is the Chief Commercial Officer at
handl Group.
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What exactly is the
new normal?

The less time you spend on the road, the less likely you are to be involved in
an accident. Therefore, it makes sense that the less you drive, the less you
should pay for your car insurance
One in ten new cars sold in the UK are
now electric, providing a clear sign
that car insurance policies must offer
purpose-built cover to support these
technologically advanced vehicles.

As 2020 draws to a close, the car insurance industry finds itself at a crossroads. We’ve
seen driving patterns change drastically over the last ten years, and more than ever
over the past ten months. With the rise of car sharing, ride hailing, alternative methods
of transport like on-demand e-scooters and bike rentals, and the rapid decline in use of
public transport during lockdown, the way we use our cars is constantly evolving.
Insurance policies must adapt to
these changes, ensuring that drivers
are getting the appropriate level of
cover for their ever-changing needs.
Car insurance, increasingly seen
as a commodity purchase and an
administrative once-a-year chore,
must act as a value-added service
that flexes and reacts to the way we
live our lives now.

People are driving less than
ever before
We analysed the Department for
Transport’s MOT data1 from the
last ten years, showing the average
mileage driven in UK cars has been
trending downwards.
As drivers followed the Government’s
stay at home advice, those miles
reduced further. Our members have
cut their daily driving by a quarter
since the first national lockdown so we project the average annual
mileage for 2020 will dip below 6,000
miles2 for the first time since public
DVLA records began.

Despite a consistent reduction in their
average annual mileage, drivers aren’t
seeing their insurance costs decrease.
The average cost of an annual car
insurance policy rose to £7653 in the
third quarter of 2020.
The less time you spend on the road,
the less likely you are to be involved in
an accident. Therefore, it makes sense
that the less you drive, the less you
should pay for your car insurance.
Earlier this year, we analysed over
1.7 million quotes from a major
comparison site4, which showed
that the more miles someone drives,
the more likely they are to make an
insurance claim. Drivers doing 11,000
- 12,000 miles a year were around 1.5
times more likely to declare making
a claim in the past five years than the
average lower mileage driver.
Roads are safer with fewer cars on
them, which was further demonstrated
during lockdown when Admiral and
Direct Line offered customers refunds
to reflect the drastic reduction in their

At By Miles, we’re paving the way for a
fairer future for drivers in the UK. Our
policies give control back to drivers,
allowing them to monitor their finances
by paying by the mile. Based on the
uptake in our pay-by-mile policies (we
saw a 75% increase in sales in July
compared with January 2020), motorists
clearly want more flexible cover.

Car insurance,
increasingly
seen as a
commodity purchase and
an administrative once-ayear chore, must act as a
value-added service that
flexes and reacts to the
way we live our lives now

Usage-based insurance isn’t just a way
for drivers to save money during a
pandemic. Insurance that encourages
and rewards a reduction in car usage
is a win-win. Imagine a future where
insurers get fewer claims, drivers pay
less, there’s less congestion, reduced
emissions, public health improves, and
the roads are safer for all - cyclists and
pedestrians included.

mileage. We projected that car insurers
would save £1 billion on claims in Q2
of 2020 due to lockdown - which was
corroborated when the ABI publicly
announced the trends from its claims
data later in the year.
Adopting a more flexible, on-demand
pricing model saves customers and
insurers time and money, compared
with the additional admin of continually
updating car insurance premiums as
road usage fluctuates.

The pandemic has continued to
change what’s happening
on the roads
Working from home has seen drivers
cut 550 million miles5 since the first
lockdown began. We recently surveyed
UK drivers and found that 26 million are
driving less since the pandemic began,
while just 7% are driving more.
Our analysis projects 3.5 million6
drivers have stopped driving to work
since lockdown began. With remote
working likely to continue, drivers need
car insurance that suits their new
circumstances.
The environmental impact of lockdown
was clear, with emissions falling worldwide
due to reduced driving. People’s desire to
drive less after lockdown is apparent, with
30 million7 drivers planning to cut their
mileage to reduce emissions.
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The future of car insurance

While we all hope for a return to
normality in the coming months, the
motor insurance industry has the
opportunity to shape and inspire what
that ‘new normal’ looks like. Let’s not
miss the opportunity.
Research from the RAC shows that
57%8 of drivers value their car more
now than they did in 2019. Although
driving patterns have changed
(particularly while public transport
is avoided), car ownership is now
growing in importance, and flexible,
usage-based insurance is the key to
keeping it affordable.

Telematics and black box
car insurance
For many years, ‘‘black box’’ car
insurance policies have given drivers
access to more tailored, personalised
car insurance rates.
But until now, telematics policies
have only been popular with younger
drivers. It’s illogical, as the data the

Working from
home has seen
drivers cut 550
million miles since the first
lockdown began

technology provides presents a
huge opportunity to make insurance
more flexible for drivers of all ages.
Most existing policies are ‘pay-howyou-drive’, with insurers using data
about the way cars are driven to
price insurance, scoring people on
the safety of their driving. While
this works for new drivers, more
experienced motorists rarely
appreciate being told how or when
they should drive.
At By Miles, we offer lower mileage
drivers a fairer alternative to traditional
insurance. We send them a ‘Miles
Tracker’, which plugs into their car
to measure the miles driven. We use
the distance driven to work out the
insurance cost each month, but don’t
change the rate based on how those
miles are actually being driven.
In 2019, we launched the world’s first
connected car insurance policy,
supporting Tesla models first. This
allows us to use data directly from
the car’s mileometer to work out how
much premium to charge, removing
the necessity for a physical device.

1. Based on DVLA data.
2. Using linear regression on the 2015-2019 DVLA
data, the projected average mileage per car for
2020 would be 6,970 miles. By Miles’ Miles Index
shows motorists driving 58% less than normal
since lockdown, we now estimate the average
mileage per car for 2020 will drop to 5,960 miles.
3. As per Confused.com Insight Price Index Q3 2020
4. From the Low Mileage Penalty report from By
Miles and MoneySuperMarket, July 2020
5. Based on Censuswide survey of 2,509 UK
respondents, October 2020
6. Based on Censuswide survey of 2,509 UK
respondents, October 2020
7. Based on survey of 2,667 By Miles members in
January and February 2020
8. As per RAC’s ‘Report on Motoring’ survey of
3,068 drivers

James Blackham
is the CEO and Founder of By Miles.
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Corporé – Major Incident
Rehabilitation Service

Much of the success in
appropriate response to
major incidents or
incidents in the large loss space
is in the planning phase

Following a major incident, it’s vital that those affected can access immediate support
and the correct rehabilitative pathway. Modern Insurance spoke to Mark Stirrup,
Managing Director of Corporé, about their award-winning Major Incident Rehabilitation
Service (MIRS) and how insurers can prepare themselves for when the worst happens.
Whilst it’s impossible to predict
a major incident, it is possible to
prepare for one.
In recent times, high profile major
disasters and terror incidents, such
as the Manchester Arena bombing,
the Didcot Power Station collapse, the
Salisbury Novichok poisoning and the
devastating Grenfell Tower fire, have
rocked the nation and left multiple
survivors and witnesses with complex
trauma and rehabilitation needs. Out
on the UK’s roads it’s no different, with
coach crashes and motorway pile
ups now worryingly frequent. Whilst
these events all differ in scale and
incident type, they have all benefited
from partnering with Corporé to
deliver its unrivalled Major Incident
Rehabilitation Service.
It was this scalable, tailored treatment
and support that Corporé delivered to
extremely vulnerable survivors that led
them to be awarded ‘Claims Initiative of
the Year’ at last year’s British Insurance
Awards and ‘Rehab Provider of the
Year’ at the 2020 PI Awards.
So how can insurers plan for such
incidents and ensure they are prepared?

Prepare for the worst
Much of the success in appropriate
response to major incidents or
incidents in the large loss space is in
the planning phase. Whilst there are
several important elements to this,
consider stakeholder engagement –
including the insurer, risk managers,
H&S teams, expert clinicians, case
managers, account managers and
operational leaders – as really laying
the foundation of building a strong

Whilst it’s
impossible to
predict a major
incident, it is possible to
prepare for one
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response team that is prepared and
understand their responsibilities.
Forging those relationships and
starting that dialogue at the planning
phase really adds value when the
communications turn to imperatives
once a major incident situation is live.
Appropriate training is also vital – and
that doesn’t stop at the more hands-on
clinical training. At Corporé, this ranges
from up-skilling MIRS call handlers
to have the specialist knowledge to
deal with incoming alarm calls from
instructing parties, trauma-focused
clinical training, and alarm drills. We
also provide access to a plethora of
targeted literature that assists injured
parties, witnesses, employers (where
it’s Employer Liability) and families of
those in need, understand how people
can be impacted by trauma and what
to expect.
With the sheer scale of the experience we
now have in this space, insurers can be
rest assured that when the alarm sounds,
the right help and support is immediately
accessible to everyone who needs it.

Prepare for a proactive response
Talking specifically about motorrelated major incidents, these can
include coach or bus incidents with
multiple passengers or a motorway
pile-up involving several high-speed
vehicles, leaving multiple injured parties
and witnesses requiring support.
From Corporé’s work with insurers,
they’ve identified that insurers can be
notified of major incidents through
several means and that is not limited
to policyholders calling to report an
accident. More frequently, especially
for large loss situations, the television
or a media news alert is the first
notification to a claims department
that one of their insured parties is
involved in an incident and that triggers
a more proactive approach. As such,
it’s essential to have the supportive
infrastructure and defined processes
in place to activate this response.

Corporé has a one-hour SLA in place to
activate the most immediate elements of
support, such as dedicated, 24:7 helplines,
access to incident-specific traumafocused literature. The calls are triaged
by a qualified clinical trauma specialist
who can provide immediate support and
advice, offer a psychological debrief and
identify the need for further treatment or
a more detailed assessment.

Presence is important
Not every major incident requires on
the ground support in the immediate
aftermath, however it’s prudent to align
with a major incident rehabilitation
provider that has that support
immediately available if required.
For an insurer, it’s peace of mind
that their rehabilitation provider has
nationwide coverage to deploy traumatraining clinicians to assess rehabilitation
needs in the vicinity of the incident.
Case Managers, for example, can help
in normalising feelings of trauma and
provide anxiety management exercises
that result in no further action being
required. Experience in understanding
when early intervention is required is
imperative too.
Mark Stirrup says: “For some of the
major incidents we’ve worked on,
Corporé’s team on the ground has
played an instrumental role in the
recovery process of those affected,
going above and beyond to help the
survivors through outcome focused,
managed rehabilitation programmes.
Our honed approach has resulted
in first class, unrivalled services
delivered in extremely difficult and
challenging environments.”

Identifying responses to trauma
Whilst every individual is affected
differently by traumatic events,
patterns of symptom development
can be rationalised and anticipated by
the right clinician. At this point, there
is an identification of whether to offer
immediate treatment or whether
watchful waiting is the right response.

A strong emotional reaction is
absolutely normal in the event of a
traumatic event. Not everybody needs
psychological rehabilitation as the body
will naturally process trauma, however
the evaluation and treatment need to
be readily accessible when it’s needed.
“We have a number of assessment
tools and techniques in place that
enable us to identify and track
rehabilitation needs and outcomes,”
explains Stirrup. “For a recent incident,
every survivor underwent thorough
and sensitive INA with a bespoke tool
to screen PTSD, including IES-R (Impact
of Event Scale for major incidents), and
DSM-5 in accordance with the NICE
pathway for PTSD. This was followed
up with psychiatric and psychological
assessments by specialist traumaexperienced clinicians.”
On identification of entrenched
trauma, ongoing measurement is
taken, including GAD7 (Anxiety severity
assessment) and PHQ-9 (depression
severity assessment) scores, so that
outcomes can be monitored, and
regular reports provided to insurers
and employers. These individual reports
focus on expedited return to work and
function planning for all those involved.
“Clinical Governance is paramount in
our service delivery and supported

by a robust overarching clinical
governance framework with clinical
governance reviews and audits
subject to independent external
audits,” states Stirrup.

MI that matters
Throughout the management of the
incident, gathering of MI and data is
critical for all parties. This enables
ongoing clinical and risk review and a
constant source of feedback between
clinician and insurer (or indeed, the
insurer and solicitor if working on joint
instruction). Treatment engagement,
function and work outcomes are
regularly addressed.
This is followed up post-incident
by clinical and risk reviews with all
stakeholders and the continuation of
dialogue between the parties.

partner in this space. We would urge
insurers to talk to us so they can be
prepared for anything.”
To learn more about Corporé’s awardwinning MIRS service and how it can
help you and your insureds prepare for
when such incidents occur, please visit
www.corpore.co.uk

Mark Stirrup
is the Managing Director at Corporé.

“Communication and collaboration
throughout are critical at each stage,”
Stirrup says. “Whilst these unfortunate
events are unplanned, the response
for them can be well orchestrated and
Corporé has now set the standard
in the UK as the go-to rehabilitation
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Q

How is technology forcing the
relationship between insurers
and customers to change?
Andrew Bennett: Customers expect technology
to work for them and will embrace it if it does.
Many FNOL notifications are now from the car
itself and result in an outbound call from the
claims team offering help which is a big change
from only a few years ago.
Mark Avery: The use of telematics is increasing
and there has been more uptake of digital
claims solutions and communication channels
accelerated by the events of 2020. Customers
increasingly expect the option to use digital to
not only purchase their policy but use that same
tech to control their insurance costs or report
claims. However, it is still important to maintain
“traditional” communication methods. If things go
wrong, or at times of crisis, customers still need
the reassurance that they can talk through their
issue or query with someone who understands.
Those providers who deliver the best of both
worlds will continue to obtain high customer
satisfaction scores by catering for all audiences
and situations.

Welcome to the Expert Forum!
Here you will have access to several different opinions, experiences, and
insights from some well-known specialists from both Coplus and Cobalt as
they discuss various trends and changes happening in the insurance industry.

Andrew Bennett,
Business Director
at Coplus.
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Mark Avery,
Head of Project &
Implementation at Coplus.

Sharon Straughan,
Risk & Compliance
Director at Coplus.

Steve Molloy,
Business Director
at Cobalt.

Steve Molloy: Insurers are viewed as laggards
when it comes to technology, however this
isn’t the case. In the motor claims space, for
example, some insurers can pay out a total loss
claim within a matter of a few hours, straight
into the customer’s bank account. It wasn’t
long ago that you would have to assess the
claim before making the decision, and then
issue a cheque that would not clear for 7 days.
Insurers can provide an automated claims
service, which includes machine learning
technology to make liability decisions. What is
still to significantly change is the way in which
customers expect to pay for motor insurance.
Can customers reduce their premiums if they
use their vehicle less, or increase it if they
use the vehicle more? How does the type of
journey made affect this approach? We all
know that driving for business is a higher risk
than a drive to a leisure activity. During the
recent lockdowns, was it equitable for motor
insurance customers to pay the same level of
insurance, and receive the same level of cover,
when they were not, and had no intention of
driving? Certainly, this experience will change
how customers view the use of technology to
potentially lower their premiums.

There are still so many
outstanding questions
and there is an urgent
requirement for the Civil Procedure
Rules in order for firms to finalise
plans Sharon Straughan

Q

How is data driving better decision making
for commercial and customer outcomes?

AB: Data is everywhere and when it’s turned into actionable
Management Information, it becomes a game changer
for improving connectivity with customers and ensuring
unnecessary cost is removed from the customer’s premium.
MA: All companies are now in a position where they hold a large
amount of data on customers, risk, and market behaviour.
Those who use data effectively are not only in the best position
to understand past behaviours, but they can better predict the
future. With this insight, pricing better reflects risk and processes
such as claims journeys, which can be reviewed and amended,
better serving customers at times of need, in a way that
matches expectations.
SM: Data enrichment has not been harnessed as much as it
could be. For example, the mobile phone we carry around tracks
our every move, and can determine where we travel, how we
travel and at what time we travel, as well as what interests us
via the use of data. This provides data on our lifestyles that is
interesting when it comes to an underwriting perspective.

Q

What trends can we expect to see in 2021?

AB: We are likely to see many more auto maker led connected
car projects, particularly in claims and body shop referral arenas.
I suspect people will continue to work from home partly and this
will become part of accepted work culture as our world recovers
from Covid in a new, very technological focused age.
MA: Temporary and pay per mile insurances schemes will grow
significantly as customers alter their travel habits and look to
avoid a large annual premium cost. Telematics plays a large part
in this and in-car tech will continue to grow as young drivers and
increasingly older segments of the market use these schemes
to reduce costs.
The effect of changes in work locations and patterns will
continue to carry through 2021, even as restrictions are wound
down. This will have an effect on traditional “crunch” periods,
such as rush hour. While these will increase to near normal, I
foresee there will be a permanent change to these patterns.
With a huge increase in UK “staycations” in 2020 and the likely
high cost and demand of international travel over 2021, I predict
that there will be a higher than usual number of customers who
continue to holiday in the UK, often using their own vehicles, and
increasing long distance journeys.
There will also be more pressure to reduce the amount of
vehicles moving to total loss, driven by ever increasing average
repair costs and customers not in a financial situation to replace
their vehicle.
SM: There is no doubt that there will be less office working,
with video conferencing having been accelerated through the
pandemic. This will lead to less vehicle movements, however
incident frequency may increase due to less familiarity with
driving. People will also be looking at mobility as a whole – do you
really need to own a vehicle that could be rented, if it sits on the
drive for 4 days a week?
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Q

Should there be further delays to the
whiplash reforms, could this impact
the benefits to the public?
Sharon Straughan: There are still so many outstanding
questions and there is an urgent requirement for the Civil
Procedure Rules in order for firms to finalise plans, the
delay in providing the rules will have a significant impact
on firms and without a delay to the proposed launch this
could cause customer detriment. Time for planning and
testing is essential for the success of any new scheme.
In addition, Covid-19 has created a back log of cases in
the court system, a launch before this is resolved, and
in the absence of ADR, will not enable claimants to truly
benefit from the new streamlined process.
AB: Broker and insurer margins are thin at best and
the concept that vast sums of money will be wiped
of premiums as a result of reforms is an interesting
one. I think reforms planning may be stifling creativity
in the market as it diverts resource on and then off
implementation and away from other things that may
also benefit customers.
MA: The headline effect of reforms is reduced premium
cost, which will be welcomed by all customers. However,
those in a position where they need to make a small
claim may feel they are “short-changed” by the new
structure. The over-riding factor in judging the success
of whiplash reforms should be the effectiveness of the
solution, both in ease of use and outcomes, and this will
be quickly measured by customer feedback in use of
the new portal. What is essential, especially in the early
days of post reform, is the availability of assistance for
customers in navigating a claim process that they may
feel should be handled for them, and quality advice and
claim services will be essential to manage this.

It is anticipated that a
‘challenger’ insurer may develop
a business model that will think
differently. If the model is successful, the
early adopter will be copied Steve Molloy

Q

Will insurers measure the risk appetite
differently, and use data in other ways
to make underwriting decisions?
AB: This is already happening, most if not all our pricing
decisions use technical pricing based on data to ensure
customers pay the right premium, relative to the risk
being covered and likely propensity to claim. We monitor
loss ratios and frequency of claims to ensure all our
products provide true value.
SM: It is anticipated that a ‘challenger’ insurer may
develop a business model that will think differently. If the
model is successful, the early adopter will be copied.
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Data is everywhere and when
it’s turned into actionable
Management Information it
becomes a game changer for improving
connectivity with customers and ensuring
unnecessary cost is removed from the
customer’s premium Andrew Bennett

Q

Do you see any new fraud risks
emerging from the whiplash reforms
and if so, how might these be tackled?
SS: There is a risk that customers will be encouraged
to inflate their claim to maximise their damages claim.
Without seeing the rules, we are unsure if there are
sufficient controls in place to mitigate this risk. The
new system will only work if all parties act with integrity,
working together to ensure that any injured claimant
is correctly and efficiently compensated for their
genuine injuries.
AB: Fraud is a constant battle, it has to be fought and
I don’t see this increasing or indeed diminishing, just
changing in the way it presents itself to us and we will
need to be vigilant to ensure we keep pace and protect
customer premiums.
MA: The emergence of new types of claim farming
and unrepresented claimants managing claims
themselves could mean attempts at fraudulent claims
increase, attempting to exploit the change of process,
or exaggerating claims to escalate out of the small
claims limit. This new threat will need to be managed by
close monitoring of claims behaviours as well as timely
action in responding to claims and evidence collection.
Use of data analysis will also be absolutely crucial in
understanding trends and effectively spotting areas
where increased diligence is required.
SM: It will be easier for customers to make a claim when it
comes to personal injury, and to potentially make claims
en masse, which could result in a greater volume of claims
altogether, a larger proportion of which will be fraudulent.
We are still waiting to see what deterrents are built into the
process to dissuade or punish fraudulent activity.

Use of data analysis
will also be absolutely crucial
in understanding trends
and effectively spotting areas where
increased diligence is required Mark Avery

This is Cobalt
The future of motor claims management
A modular solution for first and third party motor claims management that
combines expert people with data science, machine learning and AI to drive
efficiency and cost reductions, whilst achieving a smoother customer journey
and better claims experience.

Accurate Decision
Making

Faster Settlement

24/7 Operation

Discover the Cobalt way at

cobaltsolutions.co.uk
@Cobalt_Ins

Cobalt Insurance Solutions

Scaleable

Optimised Customer
Journey

5 ways to manage a
motor claim more effectively
Whilst UK businesses are still feeling the impact of last year, 2021 promises new
challenges ahead, with the likely disruption from the PI reforms, Brexit, and the long
term social and economic impacts from Covid-19. With a backdrop of turbulence
and a potential increase in fraud, insurers seeking to control claim costs, drive better
efficiencies and improve customer experiences in the claims process are turning to the
latest technologically enhanced scalable solutions.
Poor communication, inefficiency
and pressured supply chains drive
up costs, frustrate customers, delay
resolution, provide opportunities for
fraudulent activity and hinder service.
To respond to these frustrations handl
Group developed Cobalt – a modular
solution for first- and third-party
motor claims management that
combines expert people with data
science, machine learning and AI to
drive efficiencies and cost reductions.
Explore whether you can improve your
claims journey with Director of Cobalt,
Steve Molloy, as he introduces five key
drivers for success…

1. Don’t
underestimate
the human
desire to speak
to another
person
As the world moves to a tech-first
approach, accelerated in no small
way by the pandemic of late, we’ve
seen users across all demographics
embracing technology in ways they
would have previously avoided.
Technology enables us to make
smarter decisions, utilises machine
learning to advance our intelligence in
ways humans never could have, delivers
results from complex algorithms,
and gives us access to sophisticated
systems that power service delivery.
But technology is an enhancement to
relationships and human connection.
It isn’t and shouldn’t be a complete
replacement for them – certainly in
sensitive situations, such as in the
immediate aftermath of a motor
vehicle accident. Out of hours FNOL
continues to present as a challenge
for insurers, but with Cobalt’s data
evidencing that 30% of claims
notifications are received at the
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weekend or in the evenings, true 24:7
support is a must-have for insurers
looking to delight customers. Cobalt
is well placed to offer white-labelled
support, with access to same-site
sister company, Coplus, and its 24/7,
365 days a year call centre.
“Coming into Cobalt, I was astounded
by the business’s ability to provide an
instant and accurate liability decision
and to place a customer’s claim down
the correct track – all in the first call
and using the same system,” Molloy
states. “Not only is this ‘best in class’ but
the same service is offered regardless
of the time of day. A mix of great
handlers and a system to support the
decision making.”

2. Identify total
losses earlier
Delays in the identification of total
losses drive up costs unnecessarily.
With almost 20% of vehicles being
allocated to repair before being
identified as total losses, delays
and growing costs see claims
values spiralling. Using expert-led
validation assessments of vehicle
damage, experienced call handlers
and pioneering ‘First Call Resolution’,
Cobalt employs ground-breaking
technology and sophisticated
integration with industry-leading
solutions to deliver an intelligent triage
and deliver ‘in call’ resolution. This
shortens the claim life cycle and saves
insurers liability costs.
Its owned developed systems, neatly
integrated with leading-edge providers,
such as AI-powered ControlExpert,
can achieve total loss avoidance,
accurately identifying the total loss
tipping point, retaining the policyholder
and securing you the best return on
salvage, where it’s needed.

Done right,
today’s third
party will be
tomorrow’s policyholder
Steve adds: “The decision-making
points on when a vehicle becomes
a total loss can be moved in line with
each of our client’s requirements.
After all, there are other elements to
consider, such as the appetite to use,
and availability of green parts.
“85% of vehicles are now allocated
into the correct track ‘in the first call’
with the remainder subjected to data
engineer assessments and potential
customer image of the damage before
being correctly allocated within 1 hour.”

A rapid response to third party intervention reduces post-capture leakage
and produces a shorter, cleaner claims journey for all – not to mention the
savings on indemnity spend
Let’s be clear. When it comes to
controlling third party claim cost, time
is of the essence.
Cobalt prioritises leads for third parties
to increase capture rates and uses
its experience in liability assessment,
triage and customer service to achieve
a high level of success.
“Outbound calls to third parties are
triggered whilst FNOL is still in progress
- a new claim is spawned where a
non-fault third party is identified, and
the Cobalt third party claims team
attempts immediate contact,” confirms
Molloy. “We assess the needs of the
third party customer, providing the
reassurance they need and correctly
allocating their repair into the right
track, first time – based upon the
damage assessment tools and also the
unique needs of the customer.”
A rapid response to third party
intervention reduces post-capture
leakage and produces a shorter, cleaner
claims journey for all – not to mention
the savings on indemnity spend.

It’s time to call time on delays and
flawed decision making for good.

4. Don’t settle for
an intervention
process that
stops at vehicle
damage

3. Activate
third party
intervention

Post-accident, it’s human nature to fall
into crisis mode. Shaken, emotional and
anxious – and potentially suffering from
injuries – customers and third parties
want to feel heard and reassured that
their needs are understood and will be
met quickly, with minimum disruption
to their life. Cobalt’s focus is targeted
intervention – working with insurers
to gage their appetite for providing a
bodily injury service to third parties.

In March 2020, when the first lockdown
hit, drastically reduced claim volumes
led some insurers to pare back on
third party intervention. Whilst the
ABI figures (ABI, 2020) from the first
half of 2020 show the number of new
motor claims fell to 324,000 from
April to June, down 48% from 678,000
between January and March, average
claim costs increased by 27%.
Since then claims costs have escalated
through delays and disruption as a result
of the pandemic - garage closures, parts
supply chain issues, extended credit hire
periods and potentially fraudulent or
exaggerated claims.

Within that first contact, a skilled claims
handler runs through an intelligent
severity assessment tool leading to a
detailed and accurate triage outcome,
based again upon the needs of the
customer to get them back to health.
We work with the insurer to customise
this to meet the desired outcomes,
controlling exception cases that fall
outside of Cobalt’s remit and tracking
them back to in-house facilities or their
extended supply panel.

Advanced triage techniques ensure
genuine injuries are captured and
these cases are retained in the
rehabilitation process before a
completed case is presented to the
insurer for a final settlement decision.

To do that effectively, it makes sense to
turn to a service provider that is agile,
adaptable, scalable, and driven by
efficiency. An outsourcer that provides
solutions that are adaptable to how
the market is changing.

This is your opportunity as an insurer to
be the hero of the hour and maximise
the opportunity that brings. Your
actions as an insurer can leave a lasting
impression on those at times of need.

Insurers are looking to Cobalt to support
them when it comes to defending small
claims. “We are in a great position to
handle low value claims on behalf of
insurers,” Molloy notes. “As it stands,
members of the public do not yet
understand the changes taking place
in 2021 – whether that is April or later in
the year. Insurers may well be deluged
with not only low value claims, but also
queries relating to those claims. There’s
no question that Cobalt is ready to take
these relatively low value claims touches
away and support the customer on the
insurer’s behalf”.

Steve says: “We have had many
instances where a third party has been
so satisfied with the service that they
have asked how they can get a quote
for cover next time around. That’s got
to be the ultimate goal in each claim
Cobalt handles on your behalf.”
“In the bodily injury capture market,
Cobalt has seen not only the positive
brand benefits for the insurers it works
for but also quantifiable savings. Bodily
Injury intervention can be an area that
worries insurers, with concerns that
proactive engagement can drive up
the claims frequency. However, with
careful management, clearly defined
rules sets, subtle questioning and
intelligent decision making technology
Cobalt saves an average of £1,200 £1,400 per claim.”

Hopefully the scale of disruption
seen in 2020 won’t be repeated,
however it does highlight how costs
can easily spiral without oversight
and that proactive services to third
parties, within the insurer’s control, can
contribute to the bottom line.

Done right, today’s third party will be
tomorrow’s policyholder.

5. Partner with
businesses already
operating as
‘reforms ready’
Nobody quite knows what’s going to
happen in 2021. The Civil Liabilities
Act brings unknowns in motor claims
and the potential to disrupt insurance
operations. Claimant behaviour postreform is yet to be seen and there’s
concern that the online process may
encourage even more claimants,
perhaps even more presenting
exaggerated or fraudulent claims.
What insurers (and all businesses) must
do is prepare for uncertainty, market
turbulence, an ever-increasing demand
for exceptional customer service and
ongoing reputation management.

Steve Molloy is Director of Cobalt.
Make the first step towards a more
efficient model for your motor claims
needs today by visiting
www.cobaltsolutions.co.uk
or contacting Steve Molloy for
a discussion (steve.molloy@
cobaltsolutions.co.uk, 07717 557786)
ABI. (2020, September 2). Retrieved from https://
www.abi.org.uk/news/news-articles/2020/09/
motor-claims-fell-significantly-in-q2
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Fraud is not just an issue for CHCs, or for insurers to fight them against,
it is one where insurers and CHCs need to work together
Kirsty outlined that CHCs suffer great losses every year
because of fraud; “that suffering is enhanced by the fact
that there isn’t any collaborative work in the industry
between CHCs and insurers to fight fraud.” While the
credit hire industry has access to a shared database,
Kirsty acknowledged that it is not as wide ranging as the
information and intelligence that the Insurance Fraud
Bureau (IFB) or an insurer would have. “It is important that
we find a way of moving forward and understand how we
can share meaningful data and intelligence between us, as I
believe this would make a huge difference to how we tackle
fraud in the industry. While there has been development in
terms of the way that CHCs can protect themselves, there
are costs involved and it is only with investment, awareness
and understanding that CHCs can defend themselves.”

Credit hire and collaboration
Collaboration means working with
someone to produce something;
something that is mutually beneficial and
offers a practical solution to a problem.
Kirsty McKno offers her advice on how
collaboration could be improved and
used effectively between credit hire
companies and insurers to produce a
system that minimises friction and mistrust
between the parties. She addresses the
impact of Covid-19 on credit hire while
looking forward to 2021 and whether the
perception of credit hire can change.

We set out on our interview with Kirsty McKno by asking
her about the issues of Covid-inflated credit hire claims on
insurers. Kirsty was quick to acknowledge the phrasing of
‘Covid-inflated’ credit hire claims, suggesting that it infers
some level of exaggeration or fraud in terms of the claims
being submitted to insurers. “While it would be disingenuous
of me to say that credit hire hasn’t suffered through the
pandemic, or that [some] Credit Hire Companies (CHCs)
aren’t seeking to maximise the credit hire period, we need
to be careful about the use of “Covid-inflated,” exclaimed
Kirsty. “Naturally, CHCs will have looked at their business
rationale, and they may, for example, have increased
their risk appetite in terms of the cases they take on, but
I think, more often than not, it is about the question of
recoverability of a claim, and whether what the CHCs are
submitting to insurers are something that should be paid
or not.” She concluded her point by suggesting that while
there is likely to be more risky cases going through the
system that require greater validation, that that is different
to an exaggeration in fraud.
In terms of the presence of fraud in the credit hire market,
and the steps that CHCs can take to mitigate its impact,
Kirsty explained that fraud is not just an issue for CHCs, or for
insurers to fight them against, it is one where insurers and
CHCs need to work together because they are both victims
of fraudulent activity.
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The topic of collaboration perforated our conversation,
especially when we discussed the importance of insurers
and CHCs finding areas of common ground as the industry
prepares for a post-reform world in 2021. As the immediate
past Chair of the Credit Hire Organisation (CHO), Kirsty
worked to give the credit hire industry a stronger voice with
both the Ministry of Justice and Motor Insurers’ Bureau (MIB)
during the development of the new portal and in terms of
what a post-reform world would look like from a credit hire
perspective, and as Kirsty rightly noted, “it is important that
the reforms consider all aspects of someone suffering an
injury, not just the injury itself.” While credit hire is not included
in the portal, Kirsty felt that the credit hire industry has struck
up a good dialogue with the MIB over issues they could
see during the portal’s development, which has resulted in
signposts and guidance relating to credit hire. Kirsty hopes
that the credit hire industry can continue to work with the
MIB. And if there is a delay? “Then the issue will be about the
protection of the consumer.”

friction between insurers and CHCs? How can we work better
with our supply chain? How can we work more collaboratively
with the repairers in our networks who have also suffered
during the pandemic? And how can we work with other
bodies that are involved in the credit hire process in a different
way?” questioned Kirsty. “Collaboration has never been a
touch stone for the credit hire industry, but if we don’t start
working better together, then the mistrust between us will only
accelerate and friction will continue to rise.”
“There is an awareness issue around credit hire,” said Kirsty
when asked about the perception of credit hire by the industry.
“Credit hire suffers from a tainted image; some of that is down
to bad press, some if it is down to a misunderstanding of what
credit hire does for people, but there are some bad apples out
there who are providing a poor service and submitting claims
that are exaggerated in some way. These types of Claims
Management Companies (CMCs) have created a reputational
problem which has affected credit hire, but there are more
CMCs that want to do a job properly and turn an honest profit
than disreputable players.”
“2021 will see the credit hire industry picking itself up,
like many industries in the UK and outside of the motor
insurance world. CHCs are going to have to make swift
decisions about the direction of travel they take strategically,
and whether they will continue a relationship with insurers
that lacks pragmatism and involves heavy litigation, or
create a relationship that is based on collaboration and
transparency, and an understanding of the best way forward
to future-proof our industry.”

During the pandemic, the duration of which a hire vehicle is
provided has become far lengthier, and this has come down
to a number of reasons, from the difficulty of securing parts
to the time taken for customers purchasing a new vehicle.
But questions have also arisen about whether a customer
needs a vehicle during the different phases of lockdown. It
has been noted that there has been more claim validation
required, and therefore more friction in the process. The GTA,
The General Terms of Agreement, provided a joint statement
of principles for both CHCs and insurers. The consensus of
the principles was to recognise the areas of difficulty for all
parties and how to ensure mitigation of those issues properly.
Since those principles have relaxed, further friction and
mistrust have been built between CHCs and insurers as the
pandemic continues to rage on. “We need to go back to why
we created the statement of principles and work out how we
can work better together; how can we minimise mistrust and

Collaboration has never been
a touch stone for the credit hire
industry, but if we don’t start
working better together, then the mistrust
between us will only accelerate and
friction will continue to rise

Kirsty McKno is a solicitor with long experience in claimant
personal injury and credit hire who made the move from
firm partnership to credit hire company director, became a
crusader for the industry at a national level including a four
year period as Chair of The CHO and is known for her belief
in working collaboratively to achieve a better way forward.
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Corporé launches Phio,
a new digital physiotherapy
customer experience

WE ARE
COPLUS

In December, Corporé won the ‘Rehab Provider of the Year’ at the PI Awards, in recognition of its
outstanding ‘Major Incident Rehabilitation Service’ (MIRS). But Corporé is much more than just
a provider in the major loss space, they offer a range of innovative solutions from rehabilitation
for catastrophic and multi-trauma through to soft tissue musculoskeletal (MSK) injuries. One
such solution is IRIS; a highly acclaimed service that combines people plus technology to deliver
incredible outcomes for the referring insurer and the injured party.
At the start of 2021, Corporé will be
enhancing IRIS with the introduction
of Phio, the digital MSK triage and
treatment journey from EQL.
Born out of a desire to radically improve
global healthcare systems, EQL is a
fast growth health tech company that
is challenging traditional concepts with
revolutionary technology solutions. The
team joined handl Group’s portfolio of
brands in 2019, and in just twelve months,
EQL has partnered with three of the
largest providers to the NHS in the UK
and has gained international recognition
with insurers and providers for their
innovation in healthcare.

At last we have a
digital innovation
that really drives
service improvement in
the MSK space
improvement in the MSK space. We’re
excited about our partnership with
EQL and the prospect of developing
IRIS. We’re committed, alongside
EQL, to drive efficiencies and deliver
positive outcomes in rehabilitation, and
we can’t wait to get started with the
introduction of Phio.”

EQL’s first solution, Phio Access, uses
interactive chatbots to establish the
nature and seriousness of someone’s
injury. And then, where appropriate,
Phio’s self-management platform,
Phio Engage, can be deployed to the
customer to allow them to safely
embark upon a self-management
journey.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, Phio
was widely adopted by NHS providers
and is now accessible by over nine
million people. Its state-of-the-art
conversational artificial intelligence
provides consistent and reliable
human-like interactions as it uses
decision trees to accurately signpost
to the right care pathway.

An all-important element of this service
delivery is clinical oversight. Customers,
whilst self-managing, are monitored by
a team of qualified physiotherapists so
if they have questions, or escalation is
needed, they are able to interact with
a physio directly and routed to face to
face sessions within three miles of their
home on a national basis.

One of the great things about digital
injury management is that the
technology is interactive and responsive.
For example, Phio Engage can empower
a patient to adapt the range of exercises
needed as injured parties report back on
the improvement in their condition.
This, safe in the knowledge that a
clinician can oversee and intervene
where necessary.

This combined solution offers better
and faster customer outcomes at a
lower per unit cost to the referring
insurer. A win-win for all concerned.
There’s also an MI dashboard that
allows Corporé to monitor the efficacy
of the service and share the outputs
with their insurer customers.
Mark Stirrup, the MD of Corporé,
comments, “At last we have a digital
innovation that really drives service

The app also provides instant access to
the clinical team while getting practical
feedback, advice, and encouragement.
Phio is available to everyone, anytime,
anywhere, ensuring that the injured party
never feels like they’re on their own.

OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Award winning motor, legal and property insurance distribution and claims handling.
Our 30 years of experience providing 24/7, white labelled solutions for
brokers, insurers and MGAs means we know how to take care of your customers
when it really matters.
Whether we are providing a complete outsourced service or components customised
to your business model we work as an extension of your brand.
Looking for a fresh approach? Talk to us.
One of the great
things about
digital injury
management is that the
technology is interactive
and responsive

01603 729310 COPLUS.CO.UK

Look out for updates in 2021 as
Corporé and EQL partner together
to create a new digital physiotherapy
customer experience.

SCHEMES

Delivering our promise. Keeping yours.
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BROKERPLUS

CLAIMS
HANDLING

we’re
handl
group.

A mixture of start-ups and established
industry leaders, dedicated to disrupting,
improving and evolving the legal, insurance
and healthcare markets.
At the heart of everything we do is a desire
to enable growth, deliver change, innovate
and ultimately set the standard for what
businesses within our industries can achieve.
Find out how we can help your business
to unlock its full potential.
Call us on 03300 947 346
Email info@handlgroup.co.uk
handlgroup.co.uk

